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The role of hydrogen mass transfer for the growth kinetics of
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum in batch and
chemostat cultures
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¨
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Hydrogen concentration was determined in batch and chemostat cultures of Methanobacterium thermoautotro-
phicum , both in the headspace and in the medium using mass spectrometry. The calculated dissolved hydrogen
concentration in the medium as derived from the headspace hydrogen concentration when equilibrium conditions
between gas and liquid phase were assumed, was ten times higher than the experimentally determined hydrogen
concentration. Variation of the partial pressure of hydrogen resulted in different values for substrate affinity for
hydrogen (K s) and yield (Y) of the cells. Upon hydrogen limitation, K s decreased while the yield coefficient for hydro-
gen increased, indicating a change in the affinity of the cells towards hydrogen.
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Abbreviations suggests that the Ks value has been systematically overesti-
mated and that experimental difficulties do not allow exactvvm = volume per volume per minute (min−1) determination ofin situhydrogen concentrations in growingrpm = stirrer speed, revolutions per (min−1) cultures. Similar conclusions were reached by Booneet alminute [3]. Compared to the large amount of free energy availablekLa = mass transfer coefficient (min−1) from the complete oxidation of organic substrates (egKs = half saturation substrate affinity (mM) 2822 kJ mole−1 for glucose) by aerobic heterotrophs [4],constant methanogenic bacteria gain only between 7.5 kJ and 33 kJYH2

= growth yield for hydrogen (g/mM) (= DG°′) per mole of hydrogen depending on the hydrogenQH2
= hydrogen uptake rate (mM/(L*h)) concentration [24]. Thus growth of methanogenic culturesS(H2) = liquid-phase hydrogen (mM) on hydrogen and carbon dioxide as sole energy and carbonconcentration sources respectively, need by far larger quantities of gas toS*(H2) = liquid-phase hydrogen (mM) produce equal amounts of biomass. Therefore growth ofconcentration in equilibrium with methanogens is usually limited by the supply of hydrogenthe bulk gas phase and controlled by the mass transfer of hydrogen. When the

concentration of hydrogen dissolved in the medium of
growing cultures is calculated from the head space concen-Introduction
tration, the values are far higher than the ones measuredHydrogen is an important electron donor for methanogenicin natural habitats [6,20,23] This implies that hydrogen-bacteria. Its low solubility in aqueous systems often makesdependent methanogenic bacteria will only grow at veryhydrogen the growth-limiting factor in cultures as well as low rates under natural conditions.in natural systems [14]. Hydrogen uptake and interspecies In the present study hydrogen concentrations werehydrogen transfer has been studied mostly in batch culturesdetermined in the gas phase as well as well as in the liquidmaintained in closed vessels. Mass balances have beenphase and the latter compared to the calculated liquid phaseobtained for such systems, but it is difficult to get infor- concentration which is expected from gas-liquid equilibi-mation on the actual chemical environment concerning egrum usingMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicumduringthe hydrogen concentration in the vicinity of the cells. It is growth on hydrogen and carbon dioxide.thus not surprising that values of the apparent substrate

affinity constant for hydrogen, Ks, in the wide range of
0.05–80 mmol L−1 have been reported for methanogens
[15,16,21]. Many of these values exceed by far the actualMaterials and methods
hydrogen concentration observed in natural habitats (0.03–Organism, growth medium and growth conditions6 mM), as reviewed by Keltjens and van der Drift [13]. This

Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum, strain Hverag-
erdi (DSM 359) was previously isolated in our laboratory
[5]. Stock cultures were kept at−80°C. The medium wasCorrespondence: Dr G Jud, Institute for Plant Biology, Zollikerstrasse 107,
based on Scho¨nheit et al [21] containing: NH4Cl (60 mM);CH-8008 Zürich, Switzerland
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NaCl (10 mM); KH2PO4 (10 mM); CoCl2·6H2O (4mM); mmax is the maximum growth rate and x the biomass con-

centration in the bioreactor.mmax was determined to be 0.35Na2MoO4·2H2O (4mM); NiCl2·6H2O (4mM); FeCl2·4H2O
(0.1 or 0.2 mM, see legends to figures). The cells were (h−1) in chemostat cultures by washout experiments [18]

and was used for all calculations.grown in a 2-L bioreactor equipped with a conventional
blade stirrer and controls for temperature, pH and redox Rearrangement of Eqn (3) gives:
potential (Mini, MBR Wetzikon, Switzerland). In all
experiments the temperature was held at 60°C, and the pH

Ks,(H2) =
s(H2) · mmax · x

Q(H2) · Y(H2)
− s(H2) (4)at 6.9. The culture volume was 1.8 L, leaving a headspace

of 0.2 L. The bioreactor was supplied continuously with
Na2S (stock concentration 640 mM), leading to a final con-

The gas supplied to the bioreactor was a mixture of hydro-centration of 0.5 mM sulfide. The gassing rate and the com-
gen, carbon dioxide and argon. To prevent growth limi-position of gas supplied to the bioreactor were controlled
tation by carbon dioxide, the proportion of hydrogen to car-electronically and varied depending on the experiment.
bon dioxide was changed to 3:1 instead of 4:1 as suggestedThese data are given separately for each experiment. The
by the stoichiometry of methane formation (unpublishedbioreactor was sterilizedin situ for 20 min at 121°C. The
results). The mixtures were made up continuously fromsterile stock media were kept under nitrogen.
pure gases (Carbagas, Zu¨rich, Switzerland) with flowmetersThe concentration of hydrogen solubilized in the culture
and a gas flow controller (MKS, Mu¨nchen, Germany).medium of Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicumat
Traces of oxygen were removed in a Hungate oven [11].60°C is very low, thus the soluble hydrogen lost from the

fermenter through the medium under chemostat conditions
Analytical techniquescan be neglected. The difference in the amount of hydrogen
Outlet gases were analyzed in a quadrupole mass spec-at the gas inlet compared to the gas outlet of the fermenter
trometer (PGA100, Leybold, Ko¨ln, Germany). Argon in thein the steady-state of a chemostat culture is therefore about
gas mixture (1–5%) served as internal standard for cali-equal to the amount of hydrogen transported from the gas
bration to determine the mass flow of the outlet gases. Thephase into the liquid phase and eventually into the cells.
gas composition was determined by mass spectroscopy atThe amount of hydrogen taken up per time unit can thus
the gas outlet of the reactor after passing over a cool surfacebe used to determine the mass transfer coefficient, kL [1].
(cooled by a Peltier element) with a capillary inlet. GasesIn contrast to physical methods which are carried out in a
dissolved in the growth medium were sampled with asystem lacking cells, this biological method is to be pre-
home-made membrane probe which was coupled to theferred since effects of the cells on the mass transfer, eg by
quadrupole mass spectrometer. A hydrophobic 0.25-mma change in viscosity of the medium, which would alter the
Teflon FEP membrane suited best for the hydrogenkLa value, are corrected directly.
measurements. Membrane probes have been used before toThe kLa value for hydrogen was thus determined in the
analyse on-line microbial products [2,19].steady-state of chemostat conditions using the formula

Valves alternately allowed the gas flow from the differ-
ent sampling sites to the mass spectrometer. The signal wasQ(H2) = kLa · (s*(H2) −s(H2)) (1)
linear over a range of hydrogen concentrations from 20mM
to 580mM in the medium, obtained by dilution of cali-

which gives, after rearrangement: bration gas (Carba, Zu¨rich) by electronic mass flow meters
(MKS, Munich, relative accuracy± 2%). The biomass con-
centration was measured online from the backscattering sig-kLa =

Q(H2)

(s*(H2) −s(H2)

(2)
nal of an AS 82 probe (Aquasant, Bubendorf, Switzerland)
and correlated to the absorption of the culture at 660 nm.
There was a linear correlation between backscattering andwhere kL is the mass transfer coefficient, a is the gas-liquid
dry cell weight concentration in the range from 0 to 15 ginterface area per unit liquid volume, s*(H2) is the hydrogen
L−1 dry weight. The sulfide concentration was determinedliquid-phase concentration which in equilibrium with the
colorimetrically [9].bulk gas phase and (s*(H2) − s(H2)) is the overall concen-

tration driving force for hydrogen. The Henry constant for
hydrogen at 60°C is 0.0129 [8]. Results

The half saturation constant for hydrogen, ks, was
Effect of the hydrogen mass transfer on growthdetermined during steady-state chemostat conditions, where
parameters in batch culturesthe gas-to-liquid H2 mass transfer rate of hydrogen was
Figure 1a shows a basic patch experiment from whichequal to the rate of H2 consumption by the microorganisms:
defined changes to vary the availability of hydrogen to the
cells were made. All experiments presented were carried
out at 60°C and pH 6.9. Further experimental conditionsQ(H2) =

1
Y(H2)

· mmax ·
s(H2)

Ks,(H2) + s(H2)
· x (3)

are given in the legends to the figures. After a lag phase,
growth was exponential for 12 h under the conditions given
in Figure 1a. Then it switched to a linear increase of theY(H2) is the yield coefficient forMethanobacterium ther-

moautotrophicumfor hydrogen, s(H2) is the real concen- biomass indicating limitation of bacterial growth. As the
biomass concentration increased the H2 consumption of thetration of hydrogen in the liquid phase of the bioreactor,
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Figure 1 Time course of growth ofMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicumin batch cultures at different mass transfer rates for hydrogen. Conditions
(a): T = 60°C; rpm = 800; pH = 6.9; H2,in = 0.294 (vvm); CO2,in = 0.094 (vvm); kLa = 1363 (h−1); Fe2+ = 0.1 (mM). Conditions (b): T, rpm, pH, Fe2+

as in (a); H2,in = 0.0941 (vvm); Co2,in = 0.0235 (vvm); kLa = 220 (h−1).

cells increased accordingly until the H2 consumption rate cells was drastically reduced and the concentration of H2

in the medium increased to levels seen at the beginning ofwas equal to the maximal H2 mass transfer rate under the
experimental conditions. Then the H2 mass transfer rate was the experiment at much lower cell densities.
governing the H2 consumption rate leading to linear growth
kinetics. Under the experimental conditions the mass trans-Effect of hydrogen mass transfer on growth

parameters in chemostat culturesfer of hydrogen and thus Q(H2) was small, similar, to the
conditions present in a simple system with inefficient mix- Chemostat cultures were analyzed at similar biomass con-

centrations as in batch cultures under conditions when theing or a low gas flow rate, eg in closed bottles.
In the experiment represented in Figure 1b the gas flow culture was limited either by a component in the medium

or by the hydrogen provided in the gas phase.rate of hydrogen was reduced to 1/3. The effect of mass
transfer limitation became visible even more dramatically. In the experiment represented in Figures 3a and b the

concentration of ammonia was lowered from 60 to 20 mM,Linear growth started earlier and continued over 24 h, and
no stationary phase was reached within this time. becoming the limiting component which controlled growth

after the exponential phase. A steady-state was reachedIn a bioreactor the mass transfer rate is determined by
the shape of the stirrer, its rotation velocity and by the gas after 26 h. The concentration of hydrogen at the outlet as

well as the hydrogen dissolved in the medium decreasedflow rate.
Increasing the latter two parameters will result in during the first part of the experiment due to a rapid

increase in cell mass during batch growth. After 25 h a sig-increased availability of hydrogen for the cells and thus the
culture will grow to higher cell densities (Figure 2a). After nificant increase in the concentration of hydrogen in both

the gas and the liquid phase was observed until the steady-16 h, the culture arrived at a biomass concentration of
approximately 4.5 g L−1 dry weight, whereas at the con- state was reached. Figure 3b shows the hydrogen concen-

tration calculated to be dissolved from the headspace con-ditions in Figure 1a only about 3.2 g L−1 dry weight was
obtained after the same cultivation time. Due to the lack of centration at equilibrium conditions with no consumption

as compared to the dissolved hydrogen which actually hasbioavailable iron in the medium, growth ceased after 16 h
and the culture switched to the stationary phase. Limitations been measured with the membrane probe in the medium.

The large difference between the two concentrations rep-were tested by the ‘pulse and shift’ technique [10]. A var-
iety of macro- and microelements not present in the original resents the concentration gradient built up by the high

uptake rate for hydrogen by the organisms.medium were analysed for growth limitation. A metabolic
stimulation was observed only after iron addition. Growth in the chemostat culture at restored NH4

+ con-
centrations of 60 mM (Figure 4a) became controlled by theWhen the concentration of iron in the medium was

doubled but the supply of hydrogen (rotation of the stirrer mass transfer of hydrogen when the gas flow rate was
reduced by 50%. Although the biomass concentration at theand the hydrogen gas flow rate) and thus the kLa value were

kept the same, the transition of exponential to linear growth beginning of the experiment was the same as in Figure 3a,
the steady state was only reached after 36 h, ie 10 h lateroccurred again after about 14 h of cultivation time (Figure

2b). However, growth limitation by a component of the than in the culture in which ammonium was the limiting
component for growth. Due to a two-fold decrease in themedium started only after 24 h and the culture reached the

stationary state with a biomass of nearly twice the one H2 gassing rate the concentration of soluble hydrogen
dropped early in the exponential growth phase and stayedreached in Figure 2a. At this point, uptake of H2 by the
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Figure 2 Time course of growth ofMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicumin batch culture at increased mass transfer rates for hydrogen and varying
Fe2+-concentration. Conditions (a): T, pH, Fe2+ as in Figure 1; rpm= 1600; H2,in = 0.833 (vvm); CO2,in = 0.300 (vvm); kLa = 1470 (h−1). Conditions
(b): T, rpm, pH, H2,in, CO2,in, kLa as in (a); Fe2+ = 0.2 (mM).

Figure 3 Time course of the transition from batch to chemostat culture ofMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicumunder conditions limited by
ammonium ions. Conditions (a): T, rpm, pH as in Figure 1a; H2,in = 0.67 (vvm); kLa = 1540 (h−1); D = 0.30 (h−1); NH4

+ in inflow = 20 mM. (b)
Differences in the gradient between calculated and experimentally determined concentrations of H2 during an ammonia-limited chemostat culture of
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum.

very low until the end of the experiment. Figure 4b again As the yield coefficient of hydrogen was not constasnt,
the question was raised whether the saturation constant Kscompares the calculated and the measured concentrations

of dissolved hydrogen in the medium of the bioreactor as could also be sensitive to different concentrations of hydro-
gen in a chemostat culture. Figure 5b clearly shows that thein Figure 3b before.

The yield coefficient and the saturation constant for apparent Ks varied with varying H2 pressure. It decreased
linearly with lowered hydrogen concentrations. This dem-hydrogen were calculated under chemostat conditions and

varying gas flow rates for hydrogen. The total flow rate of onstrates that the affinity of the cells for hydrogen increased
with decreasing concentrations of available hydrogen.the gas mixtures was kept constant by replacing hydrogen

with nitrogen. As seen in Figure 5a, the biomass yield coef-
ficient of hydrogen increased at low hydrogen partial press-Discussionure in the medium. A variable stoichiometry indicating
uncoupling of growth from methane production has been The experiments presented with varied concentrations of

molecular hydrogen in the medium and thus differentdescribed previously [7,12,21], however, no physiological
explanation has been given so far [25]. bioavailability of the electron source suggest that the H2
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Figure 4 Time course of the transition from batch growth to a chemostat culture ofMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicumunder conditions limited
by hydrogen. Conditions (a): T, rpm, pH, D as in Figure 3; H2,in = 0.33 (vvm); CO2,in = 0.13 (vvm); kLa = 940 (h−1). (b) Differences in the gradient between
calculated and experimentally determined concentrations of H2 during a hydrogen-limited chemostat culture ofMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicum.

Figure 5 (a) Dependence of biomass, hydrogen yield coefficient and soluble hydrogen on hydrogen gassing rates in chemostat cultures ofMethanobac-
terium thermoautotrophicum. Each data point is the mean of five determinations; standard deviation is given by error bars. Conditions: T, pH, rpm, D
as in Figure 4; H2,in = variable, as indicated; CO2,in = 0.167 (vvm); total gas flow rate (sum of H2, CO2 and N2) = 0.542 (vvm). (b) Dependence of
half-saturation constant Ks,H2 upon hydrogen gassing rates in chemostat cultures ofMethanobacterium thermoautotrophicum. Each data point is the mean
of five determinations; standard deviation is given by error bars. Values for Y are taken from Figure 5a. Conditions: as in Figure 5a.

concentration determined in the headspace of the bioreactor Under conditions with poor or little agitation such as closed
bottles with magnetic stirrers, the actual concentration ofbears no simple relation to the conditions in the vicinity of

the cells. It is concluded that the overall mass transfer rate hydrogen in the liquid phase can be up to 70 times lower
than the one calculated from the headspace concentrationfrom the gas phase of the bioreactor into the bulk liquid

phase is the growth-limiting process. in systems where growth was followed under hydrogen
[16,17]. In contrast in mixed cultures or natural habitatsThe concentration of hydrogen as measured experimen-

tally in the steady-state of cultures under conditions of limi- where H2 is produced within the liquid system and trans-
ferred from the oversaturated liquid to the gas phase, H2tation of the mass transfer of hydrogen was ten times lower

than the values calculated from the hydrogen partial press- concentration in the liquid is many times higher than in the
gas phase [16,17]ure in the head space. This phenomenon is well described

for oxygen-limited systems. However, it has often been When growth becomes limited in a chemostast culture
by a component in the medium, the hydrogen concentrationneglected in anaerobic systems where for thermodynamic

reasons it is even more pronounced than in oxic systems. in the medium as well as at the gas outlet increases during
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